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“Overcoming Anxiety” 
 

 
You will have read on the Newsline that I am going to talk about anxiety. 
I will start with an outline of how Anxiety works and then look at what Jesus 
teaches about worry, anxiety and stress and then give you some tools to manage 
and overcome this often difficult condition. 
Let me say from the outset that. 
Anxiety is a normal reaction 
I have read that you can’t banish it completely from your life but you can learn to 
manage it. This is debatable. 
 
Anxiety is a very real difficulty for many people in our post modern world. Every 
year one tenth of the population will visit their doctor because they feel tense and 
anxious. Research has shown that the most effective way to cope with anxiety is 
not through the use of prescription drugs, but by teaching people effective ways 
to cope. 
 
It happens to everybody (in times of danger or worrying situations)when there is a 
threat to either your physical or emotional well-being. 
Anxiety causes your body’s system to speed up, making you ready for action and 
enabling you to respond quickly if necessary. 
 
When we feel anxious a chain of events happens in our bodies and this prepares 
us for action. This reaction is often termed as the ‘fight or ‘flight’ response and is a 
survival reaction. When a caveman was threatened buy a large dangerous animal 
the process of anxiety prepared him to react accordingly- to overpower, 
Fight, or escape Flight or detract attention freeze. 
 

 



However: 
Anxiety becomes a problem when it interferes with our everyday lives.  
When this happens it becomes necessary for us to learn how to control. 
 

“What happens to the body during preparation for flight, fight, freeze?” 
 

Tell the person next to you what sort of response you would make if you received a 
threat to your life 
Did some of you say…heart beat faster, breathing came faster, you started 
sweating, you needed to go to the toilet quickly, you developed headache. 
 
(Brain sends messages to pump Adrenalin into bloodstream and muscles of arms 
and legs to help us run faster if needed). 
Heart beats faster and needs more oxygen so we breath faster. 
To stop body overheating, our body sweats to cool down 
We need to go to the toilet so our body can be lighter. 
 
This survival reaction is triggered in more subtle situations in our modern day 
living. Such things as arguments, loss of a loved one, loss of employment, 
diagnosis of a terminal illness of a friend, or loved one 
 
Remember physical symptoms are natural and not harmful. In our modern life 
they appear in inappropriate situations and may be frightening situations 
 

“What can we do to reduce and control the physical symptoms?” 
 
Learn new ways to control your breathing 
Recognise our worrying thoughts 
Ask a trusted friend for help, or a family member or a health professional. 
 
Let’s look at what Jesus taught his disciples about worry/anxiety/fear 
Mt.6: 25-34 Do not worry (read 25-27, skip to 33-34) 
 
Jesus the great teacher.  
These are instructions not only for his disciples but for us today. 
Jesus gives the lovely illustration of how he cares for the birds. 
Then he gives the wonderful reassurance how he cares more, much more for us 
his children. He values us so much more than birds of the air and lillies of the field  
How awesome are those words of truth to us. 
I am learning to turn my worries, and fears over to Jesus. It’s taken me a long time 
but I know he is helping me. 
 



Jesus goes on to say in verse 31, your Heavenly Father knows that you need them. 
God knows our needs! That is very reassuring and encouraging. Pause and 
consider his loving care of us 
 
(The physical symptoms come from worrying thoughts.) 
When we allow worrying thoughts to captivate us. Our bodies 
react to anxiety, with physical symptoms. (I can’t breathe, I feel nauseous., i get a 
headache, I freeze and can’t go to the shop to buy groceriesI , I am frightened) 
 
Being frightened only adds to our worrying thoughts and makes our anxiety worse 
 
 
The disciples must have been showing signs of anxiety for Jesus to have talked to 
them about worry, he gives the challenge that they can’t add any extra days to 
their lives by worrying.  
Anxiety becomes a problem when it interferes with our everyday lives. 
  
Anxiety problems are normally due to a combination of body reactions and 
worrying thoughts. This combination then effects our behaviour, usually by 
avoiding or escaping things. 
 
So it’s interfering with your everyday life.? 
How can I help myself to get better? 
Let’s look at what Jesus our great teacher says 
Seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness and all these things will be 
given to you. 
What does God’s kingdom and his righteousness look like? 
His kingdom is where he is king. Where he reigns and I believe he is on the throne 
right now and we are his children whom he loves and he wants to give us only 
what is good and right as his children we have his Holy Spirit living in us. Teaching 
us his right way to live. 
 
The more times we read his word, the bible, meditate on his words the more our 
anxious thoughts will change toward uplifting and healing and blessings 
The prophet Jeremiah was telling the people of Judah what would happen 
because of them turning away from God but then he gives this word of hope and 
encouragement But blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord,whose confidence 
is in him (Jer. 17:7) 
 
So when anxious thoughts intrude acknowledge the stress or worry and then 
identify the situation. Then begin to tackle the warning signs. 



I suggest PAUSE give yourself time to re evaluate what’s happening to you. Talk to 
your Heavenly Father, call a trusted friend, write your thoughts. Then do 
something that is enjoyable. I like to walk on the beach or go for a bike ride 
 
Try to identify situations that you find stressful by noticing the warning signs (body 
reactions, worrying thoughts,) 
 
Remember: Replace negative thoughts with positive thoughts.  
After you have challenged your existing (negative) thoughts, rewrite them in a 
positive, more realistic way. Straighten out your distorted thoughts and change 
the way you feel about your worries. 
 
Remember: the aim is to get faster at ‘catching’ these anxious thoughts and 
answering back almost instantly with a positive challenge. It takes a lot of 
practice, but it really does work. 
 
Remember: it is important to recognise that the more you avoid something, the 
more difficult it is to overcome, which in turn will make you more anxious 
 
Conclusion: 
Paul is writing to the Christians in Rome whom he is planning to visit and he’s 
giving them the heads up of what he wants to teach. In chapters 5-8 he talks 
about a new life in Christ and in the concluding verses of chapter 8 he gives this 
encouragement 
Romans 8: 37- 39 
In all these things we are more than conquerors through him who loved us. For I 
am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons, neither the 
present nor the future,nor any powers, neither height nor depth,nor anything else 
in all creation,will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ 
 
We are conquerors because God loves us. He has given us power through the Holy 
Spirit to overcome fears, and anxiety. How awesome is that. Remember we can 
conquer those worrying thoughts the more we trust Jesus and replace fear with 
faith and hope God values us even more than the birds. 
 


